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ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT 

The department of Geography, Mankar College started its 

journey in the year 1995 with the introduction of General 

Course in Geography. Since then, the department went 

through several phases fabricated with appointment of 

faculties and structural up-gradation. The Geography honours 

course was introduced in 2000. Gradually smart class room 

was installed and required items of equipment were 

purchased to keep pace with changing curriculum. In 2016 

GIS and Remote Sensing Laboratory has been established to 

facilitate project as well as field based activities. Since the 

beginning, still today the department has maintained a place 

of reckoning regarding demand ratio of admission of students 

among the colleges of the affiliating university, the University 

of Burdwan. The faculties always try to maintain the quality of 

teaching so that the students can develop a clear conception 

of the subject. The faculties always motivate the students and 

acquaint them with ideas of contemporary research activities 

related to their curriculum. To increase the exposure of the 

students and enrich their knowledge the department arranges 

seminars and conferences with resource persons from 

different higher institutions. Students also deliver talks in 

departmental seminars using poster and power point 

presentation. Every year a departmental wall magazine is 

published and students take part in exhibition in annual 

cultural programme. They also take part in NSS and NCC. 

Discipline and healthy environment in the department are 

maintained with care. Cordial teacher-student relationship, 

effort of the teachers and sincerity of the students will 

obviously help to continue the successful journey of the  

department in future                                      
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Preface 

   It give us immense pleasure to present the annual 

departmental magazine ‘Cosmos’ for the academic session 

2020-2021. The imbroglio associated with Covid-19 

pandemic has forced us to shift the mode of the magazine 

from traditional to digital. ‘Cosmos’ is the platform which our 

students require to expose their thinking abilities, observation 

power and writing skills. This issue of the magazine reflects 

alarming topics related to different natural and anthropogenic 

hazards and disasters. Relevant issues like climate change, 

desertification, loss of natural resources, forest fire, pandemic 

etc. have been discussed in different articles. Hope this 

academic endevour will motivate our beloved students to 

grow as responsible citizens- a generation of eminent thinkers 

and wise planners contributing to a better world order. We 

extend our sincere thanks to all the students who have 

contributed to this issue by their articles and enhanced its 

perfection and beautification through technical support. 
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Kedarnath Glacial burst , Cloud burst and Flood 

 Parts of Uttarakhand recently witnessed massive flooding after a chunk of the Nanda Devi 

glacier broke off at Joshimath in Uttarakhand’s Chamoli district. 

           Bringing back haunting memories of the 2013 Kedarnath calamity, the glacier break 

caused large-scale devastation in the upper reaches of the ecologically fragile Himalaya. As 

per the available information, over 150 labourers working at a power project in Tapovan-Reni 

are missing. 

What is glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF)? 

 

It is an outburst that happens when a dam containing a glacial lake fails. 

GLOFs have three main features: 

1.They involve sudden (and sometimes cyclic) releases of water.  

2.They tend to be rapid events, lasting hours to days. 

3.They result in large downstream river discharges (which often increase by an order of 

magnitude). 

Why does a glacier break? 

1.Erosion. 

2. A build-up of water pressure. 

3.An avalanche of snow or rocks. 

4.An earthquake under the ice. 

5.Massive displacement of water in a glacial lake when a large portion of an adjacent glacier 

collapses into it. 

Impact: 

 The flood also wiped out two hydroelectric power projects on its way; 



 The Rishiganga hydroelectric power project . 

 The Tapovan hydroelectric power project on the Dhauliganga river (a tributary of the 

Alakananda). 

                    

                 Recently, the glacial burst in the Chamoli district of Uttarakhand is an eye-opener 

to the ongoing disruption of the ecological balance. A similar flash flood caused by a cloud 

burst ravaged the Kedarnath Shrine at the peak of the pilgrimage season in 2013. 

              It is very rare that, anywhere in the world, two such big disasters in a region take 

place in a short duration of less than a decade. There is enough data to suggest that climate 

change is responsible for the increasing number of severe flash floods due to glacial melt. 

Cloudburst 

What happened in Uttarakhand in 2013 was a multi-day cloudburst :- 

It is a sudden, very heavy rainfall accompanies by a thunderstorm. But it generally happens in 

monsoon. 

In fact, the season in which such a disaster was witnessed has surprised experts as there is no 

immediate trigger that can be pointed to as the reason why water level rose to that level 

washing away two hydro projects. 

Why always Uttarakhand? 

 Human activities profoundly affect the earth’s climate and mountains are a sensitive 

indicator of that effect. 

 The mountain ecosystem is easily disrupted by variations in climate owing to their 

altitude, slope and orientation to the sun. 

 As the earth heats up, mountains glaciers melt at unprecedented rates. 

 Several scientists believe that the change occurring in the mountain ecosystems may 

provide an early glimpse of what could come to pass in a lowland environment. 



 

 

Way forward: 

First, a long-term solution will be feasible if all the countries start working towards reducing 

global warming. 

Second, India needs to form clear policy guidelines to restrict further human activities like 

building roads, constructing hotels on banks, etc. Any further human activity without proper 

guidelines will harm the already fragile landscape. 

Third, India needs to undertake a cumulative assessment and strategic planning. Geological 

Survey of India can use satellite images and technology like GIS (geographic information 

systems) and provide a clear analysis of the HKH region. 

Fourth, Capacity building of the local community  will ensure disaster mitigation in the near 

future. 

Fifth, The government has to be proactive and set up an early warning system in the 

Himalayas. Like the one set up in coastal areas after the 2004 tsunami. 

conclusion 

 India is one of the most vulnerable countries to climate change and global warming. Even 

though international cooperation is required to restrict the global temperature to 1.5°C, India 

can move ahead and implement the suggestions. With this India can be a role model to the 

other countries in mitigating the disasters. 
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Cyclone In West Bengal 

Definition of Cyclone  

A cyclone (/sai.kloun/) is a large scale air mass that rotates around a strong center 

of low atmospheric pressure. 

In Northern Hemisphere cyclone rotate anti-clock wise & in the Southern Hemisphere 

cyclone rotate clock wise. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Northern Hemisphere Cyclone)      (Southern Hemisphere Cyclone)               (Clockwise and  

             Anti-clock wise) 

Types Of Cyclone 

 Cyclone are mainly two types. 

1.Tropical Cyclone. 2.Extra Tropical Cyclone 

 

                                                           

 

 

Cyclones In Indian Continent: 

 India is a tropical Country. So the Indian subcontinent is the worst topical cyclone affected 

part of the world as a result of a low-depth, ocean, bed topography and coastal 

consideration. India’s 7517 km coastline has been raked by tropical cyclones for countries. 

 India’s early monsoon season is favourable for the formation of tropical storms in the Bay of 

Bengal and Arabian sea. But the number of storms in the Bay of Bengal is much greater than in the 

Arabian sea. The maximum number of cyclones both in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian sea occur 

in the month of October and November. 

Bay of Bengal Cyclone Affected 

Areas: 

Arabian Sea Cyclone Affected 

Areas: 

West Bengal Mumbai 

Orissa Gujrat 

Jharkhand Goa 

Bangladesh Madhya Pradesh 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Cyclones In West Bengal: 

The cyclone of Bay of Bengal sometimes left it’s effect on West Bengal. 

Here we discuss about some cyclone which badly affected West Bengal:- 

 

Cyclone hit in West Bengal: Name given by 

country: 

Cyclone Formed and Dissipated: 

Ayla Maldives Formed- 23 May 2009 

Dissipated-26 May 2019 

Hud Hud Onam Formed- 8
th
 October 2014 

Dissipated-14
th
 October 2014 

Fani Bangladesh Formed- 19
th
 April 2019 

Dissipated- 26
th
 April 2019 

Bulbul Pakistan Formed-5
th
 November 2019 

Dissipated-12
th
 November 2019 

Amphan Thailand Formed-16
th
 May 2020 

Dissipated- 21
st
 May 2020 

Yaas Onam Formed- 22 May 2021 

Dissipated- 26
th
 May 2021  

 

Now briefly explain about those cyclones and their effect on West Bengal: 

Ayla:  Severe Cyclone Storm Ayla (JTWC designation: 02B) was the second named tropical cyclone 

of the 2009 North Indian Ocean cyclone season. Warned  by both the Regional Specialization 

Meteorological Centre  (RMSC) and Joint Typhoon Warning Centre (JTWC).It  was a worst natural 

disaster affect Bangladesh  since Cyclone Sidr in November 2007. 

I. Origin: Bay of Bengal 

II. Speed of Wind: 120 km/hr 

III. Wind Pressure: 968 hpa (mbar) 

IV. Diameters: 250-350 

V. Affected Area: India and Bangladesh. 

The areas and districts affected by cyclone in West Bengal include 

East Midnapur, Howrah, Hooghly, Burdwan, South 24 Pargana and 

Kalkata. 

VI. Damage Caused By Cyclone: In India, at least 149 people killed 

and hundred others were left homeless as torrential rains led to 

flooding.  



 In West Bengal, more than 1 lakh people Were left  homeless as a 

result of Ayla. At least 100 river embankments were breached by 

storm surge produced by the cyclone.in northern areas of the state, 

heavy rain triggered new numerous landslide in Darjeeling, that 

killed 22 people and left 6 others missing. At least 50000 hectors of 

agricultural land was lost during the storm, costing and estimated 

rupees 125 crore. Throughout the state, and estimated 40000homes 

were destroyed and 132000 others were damage. 

VII. Step Taken by Government: State Government in co-operation 

with a central counters part took up the rescue and rehabilitation 

programme. About 2500 troops were deployed to West Bengal on 

May 2,2009. Roughly 100 relief camps were established in West 

Bengal after the storm passed. Besides, the Government of India 

released rupees 10 million in relief  funds to the affected areas. 

 

Hudhud:- Extremely severe cyclonic storm Hudhud was a strong tropical cyclone that caused 

extensive damage and loss of life in Eastern  India and Nepal during October 2014. Hudhud 

originated from a low pressure system that formed under the influence of am upper air cyclonic 

circulations in the Andaman sea on October 6. 

I. Origin: Bay of Bengal. 

II. Wind Speed: 215km/hr. 

III. Pressure: 950 (mbar) 

IV. Affected Areas: Andaman  and Nicabor island, Andhra Pradesh, 

Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Nepal, Some 

Part of West Bengal. 

V. Damage Causes by Cyclone: Cyclone Hudhud, Which hit the 

coastal areas of Andhra Pradesh, had little impact on West Bengal. 

As per the  prediction  of the regional Meteorological Centre, 

Alipore, Heavy rainfall was recorded in Bengal’s districts of East 

Midnapur, West Midnapur, South 24 Pargana, North 24 Parganas. 

Additionally, Sundarbans received heavy rainfall due to the cyclone. 

 

Fani:- Extremely severe cyclonic storm Fani Was the worst tropical cyclone to strike the Indian State 

of Odisha since the 1999 Odisha cyclone. The 2019 North Indian Ocean Cyclone, Fani originated 

from a tropical depression that formed West of Sumatra in the Indian Ocean on 26
th
 April. 

I. Origin:  Bay of Bengal. 

II. Wind Speed: 215 km/hr. 

III. Pressure: 932 (mbar). 

IV. Affected Areas: Odisha, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Sri Lanka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

V. Damage Causes by Cyclone: In Bengal, besides kalkata, the East 

Midnapur District, Digha, Mandarmani, Shankarpur, Tajpur, North and 

South 24 parganas, Howrah, Hoogly, Jhargram were hit by the cyclone. 

VI. Steps Taken by Government: the Navi, Air Force and the cost  gourd 

were the rescue operation. The National Disaster Response Force deployed 

28 teams in  Odisha, 12 in Andhra Pradesh, and 6 teams in West Bengal. 

Indian Naval Ships Sahyadri, Ranvir, and Kadmatt and two Chetak 

Helicopter’s with Relief material and Medial teams were also stand by.  

 

Bulbul:- Very severe cyclonic storm Bulbul was a strong and very damaging tropical cyclone Which 

struck the Indian state of West Bengal as-well-as Bangladesh in November 2019,causing heavy rains 

and flash floods across the areas. 

I. Origin: Bay of Bengal. 

II. Wind Speed: 195 km/hr 

III. Pressure: 976(mbar) 

IV. Affected Areas: Vietnam, Thailand, Myanmar, Andaman and 

Nicabor Island , Eastern India, Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Damage Caused by Cyclone: Bulbul’s landfall in West Bengal 

around the Sundarbans forest brought extremely heavy rain and 

winds upto 137km/hr across  much of the southern portion of the 

state. Throughout West Bengal approximately 3.5 million people 

were directly affected by the cyclone, 14 people died in storm related 

incidents. A total of 517535 homes and 1489924 hectors of crops 

were damage, with losses reaching rupees 238.11 billion. 

VI. Steps Taken by Government: west Bengal Public Health 

Engineering department distributed 435000 tarpaulins, and 620000 

water containers in the affected areas. 

 

Amphan: Super cyclonic storm Amphan was a power full and catastrophic tropical cyclone that 

caused widespread damage in Eastern India specifically West Bengal. Odisha and in Bangladesh in 

may 2020. It was also the Fourth super cyclone that hit West Bengal and kalkata since 1582. 

I. Origin: Bay of Bengal. 

II. Wind Speed: 240 km/hr 

III. Pressure: 920(mbar) 

IV. Diameters: 450 



V. Affected Areas: India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,  

Bhutan. 

 

VI. Damage Caused by Cyclone: Amphan made landfall near Bakkhali in 

West Bengal at 2:30 pm on 20 May. West Bengal, the epicentre of the 

cyclone’s landfall, saw the most widespread damage from Amphan. At least 

86 people died in West Bengal, most of the fatalities were due to the collapse 

of homes. The State Government estimated that the storm caused at least 

rupees 1.02 trillion in damage and directly affected 70% of the state’s 

population. The greatest in inundations were expected in the Sundarbans, 

were flooding could extend 15 km inland. 

VII. Stapes Taken by Government: on 22 May, Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi  conducted and aerial survey over kalkata, along with Chief Minister 

Mamata Banerjee. Modi announced a rupees 10 billion immediate relief 

package for West Bengal. 20 disaster relief were dispatched by the Indian 

Coast Gourd to begin Rescue operation.  

 

Yaas:  Very Severe cyclone Yaas was a relatively strong tropical cyclone that made landfall in 

Odisha and also brought significant impacts to West Bengal during late May 2021. The second 

cyclonic storm of the 2021 North Indian Ocean season. Yaas formed from a disturbance that the 

Indian Meteorological Department first monitored on May 23. Conditions in the basin favoured 

development as the system became a deep depression later that day. 

I. Origin: Bay of Bengal. 

II. Winds Speed: 155km/hr. 

III. Pressure: 972(mbar) 

IV. Diameters: 650-700 

V. Affected Areas: Andaman and Nicobar island, 

 India(West Bengal, Odisha, Jharkhand, Bihar, 

 Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh) Bangladesh, 

 Nepal. 

VI. Damage Causes by Cyclone: More than 4500 village were damage in West 

Bengal. In Hooghly district, a tornado struck Bandel and killed 2 people due to 

electrocution from fallen power lines.in North 24 Parganas Storm winds uprooted 

many trees and electrical poles were damage. Over 1100 villages in West Bengal 

were submerged in floodwaters caused by storm surges, displacing about 5 lakh 

people. And estimated of rupees 20 thousand crores total damages in West Bengal 

were happened. 

VII. Steps Taken by Government: Prime Minister Norendra Modi  announced rupees 

1 thousand crores in immediate relief split between Odisha, West Bengal and 

Jharkhand on May 28. He undertook aerial survey of impacted areas of East 

Midnapur District in West Bengal. 

                                               ~ Paromita Sarkar 

            ~Maitree Dutta 
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Nepal Earthquake 

 

 

Epicentre of earthquake 

UTC time 2015-04-25 06:11:25 

ISC event 607208674 

USGS-ANSS ComCat 

Local date 25 April 2015 

Local time 11:56:25 NSTMagnitude 7.8 (Mw)[1] or 8.1 

Depth 8.2 km (5.1 mi)Epicenter 28.230°N 84.731°ECoordinates: 28.230°N 84.731°E[Fault Main 

Himalayan Thrust 

Type Thrust 

Max. intensity VIII (Severe) 

Aftershocks 7.3 Mw on 12 May at 12:50 

6.7 Mw on 26 April at 12:54459 aftershocks of 4 Mw and above as of 24 May 2016] 

Casualties 8,857 dead in Nepal and 8,964 in total[5][6] 21,952 injured[5] 3.5 million homeless. 

Earthquake 

The earthquake occurred on 25 April 2015 at 11:56 am NST (06:11:26 UTC) at a depth of 

approximately 15 km (9.3 mi) (which is considered shallow and therefore more damaging 

than quakes that originate deeper in the ground),with its epicentre approximately 34 km (21 

mi) east-southeast of Lamjung, Nepal, lasting approximately fifty seconds.[26] The 

earthquake was initially reported as 7.5 Mw by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

before it was quickly upgraded to 7.8 Mw. The China Earthquake Networks Center (CENC) 

reported the earthquake's magnitude to be 8.1 Ms. The India Meteorological Department 

(IMD) said two powerful quakes were registered in Nepal at 06:11 UTC and 06:45 UTC. The 

first quake measured 7.8 Mw and its epicenter was identified at a distance of 80 km to the 

northwest of Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal. Bharatpur was the nearest major city to the 

main earthquake, 53 km (33 mi) as the crow flies from the epicenter. The second 



earthquake was somewhat less powerful at 6.6 Mw. It occurred 65 km (40 mi) east of 

Kathmandu and its seismic focus lay at a depth of 10 km (6.2 mi) below the earth's surface. 

Over thirty-eight aftershocks of magnitude 4.5 Mw or greater occurred in the day following 

the initial earthquake, including the one of magnitude 6.8 Mw. 

According to the USGS, the earthquake was caused by a sudden thrust, or release of built-up 

stress, along the major fault line where the Indian Plate, carrying India, is slowly diving 

underneath the Eurasian Plate, carrying much of Europe and Asia. Kathmandu, situated on a 

block of crust approximately 120 km (74 miles) wide and 60 km (37 miles) long, rapidly 

shifted 3 m (10 ft) to the south in a matter of just 30 seconds. 

The risk of a large earthquake was well known beforehand. In 2013, in an interview with 

seismologist Vinod Kumar Gaur, The Hindu quoted him as saying, "Calculations show that 

there is sufficient accumulated energy [in the Main Frontal Thrust], now to produce an 8 

magnitude earthquake. I cannot say when. It may not happen tomorrow, but it could 

possibly happen sometime this century, or wait longer to produce a much larger one."[29] 

According to Brian Tucker, founder of a nonprofit organization devoted to reducing 

casualties from natural disasters, some government officials had expressed confidence that 

such an earthquake would not occur again. Tucker recounted a conversation he had had 

with a government official in the 1990s who said, "We don't have to worry about 

earthquakes anymore, because we already had an.  

 

Nepal Earthquake 

 



across many districts of the country. Centuries-old buildings were destroyed at UNESCO  in 

the , including some at the  

, the , the , the  Temple, the   and the  stupa. Geophysicists and other experts had warned for 

decades that Nepal was vulnerable to a deadly earthquake, particularly because of its 

geology, urbanization, and architecture. , also called Bhimsen Tower, a nine-storey 61.88-

metre (203.0 ft) tall tower, was destroyed. It was a part of the architecture of Kathmandu 

recognized by UNESCO. 

 

Continued  occurred throughout Nepal at the intervals of 15–20 minutes, with one shock 

reaching a magnitude of 6.7 on 26 April at 12:54:08  The country also had a continued risk of 

landslides 

 occurred on 12 May 2015 at with a  (Mw) of 7.3 The epicenter was near the Chinese border 

between the capital of Kathmandu and Mount Everest More than 200 people were killed and 

over 2,500 were injured by this aftershock, and many were left homeless. 

 

Reference: 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_2015_Nepal_earthquake 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_2015_Nepal_earthquake 

 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Nepal-earthquake-of-2015                            

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fbuil.2015.00008/full    
                              

             ~Arpita Chatterjee                                                                                                                                         
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VISAKHAPATNAM GAS LEAK 

It was little past 3a.m on May7,2020 people of Visakhapatanam a port city of Andhra Pradesh 

awoken by a pungent smell. Some of them experiencing dizziness and unable to breath.The pungent 

smell was styrene, which began to leak at 2.50a.m,near the L.P.G Poymer Plant.  

 

Fig1: Gas Leaking from the L.P.G Polymer Plant 

People wanted to escape from the area to save their lives. Within the hours of leak, 12 

people had died and over 580 were hospitalised. The death toll could have been much 

higher if an alert resident hadn’t woken up to see a thick cloud of gas enveloping houses in 

the area.                                                     

Soon, word about gas leak spread 

like a wildfire, and hundreds of residents poured 

out of their homes, carrying their children in their arms. 

their arms, and into the darkness. 

                                                                                   

Fig2: People moving carrying their children in their arms 

Over 2,000 people were evacuated between 5a.m and 9a.m from the villages surrounding the 

chemical plant within a radius of 1.5-3k.m. But as people began running, they started inhaling more 

and more. Inhaling for short time causes irritation in the eye, respiratory problems, nausea, unsteady 

gait, loss of consciousness and gastrointestinal effects.32 animals (including cattle) were also killed. 

WHAT IS STYRENE? 

Styrene is a benzene 

derivative. It is an oily liquid 

and usually odourless. It 

evaporates and mixes with air. 

It is used in the manufacture 

of plastics and resins. 



 

 

Fig3: Redius of the affected area                                   Fig4: People facing loss of consciouness 

 

Fig5: Death of people and animals 

Fig6:    

Preliminary investigation had revealed that the plant operating without a valid environment clearance 

for more than two decades. The police control room, around 10-12k.m from plant received the first 

distress call at around 3.26a.m. The police men started their rescue operation. 

                             
 

                  

Fig7: Rescue team doing their work 



 

 

Evacuation was in process. NDRF team was on the spot to assist people. Affected people were being 

taken to the hospitals. People were being asked to wear wet mask or cloth   to cover nose and mouth. 

In case of uneasiness and irritation wash body parts with clean water and drink more water.  

             

Fig8: People wearing wet mask or cloth             Fig9: Affected people were being taken to 

hospital 

The Greater Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation (GVMC) took immediate remedial measures to 

sanitise 6,318 houses in the affected areas, including disinfection and sanitization in the main 

distribution main lines and reservoirs. Mobile water tank then made available to the people of the 

affected villages. 

 

Fig10: Sanitization work was in process 

Alluding to the 1984 Bhopal Gas tragedy environmentalists and experts said that lessons have not 

been learnt from it and Visakhapatnam to not allow chemical industries in close proximity to densely 

populated areas. 

Visakhapatnam Gas leak 

Date                                         7May,2020 

Time                                         3.00a.m IST (21:30 UTC+05:30) 

Location                                  R.R. Venkatapuram, Visakhapatnam district, Andhra Pradesh, India 

Death                                       12 

Non-Fatal injuries                   1,000+ 

Reference: 

 Visakhapatnam gas leak/How negligence and violations led to a deadly disaster/The Hindu 

 Visakhapatnam gas leak (Wikipedia) 

 Years of neglect led to Vizag gas tragedy (India.Mongabay.com) 

~Sudeshna Mukherjee. 

                                                                                                                     ~Mohima Bhowal. 
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LOSS OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Natural resources are materials from the Earth that are used to support life and meet 

people’s needs. Any natural substance that humans used can be considered a natural resource. 

Oil, coal, natural gas, metals, stone and sand are natural resources. Other natural resources 

are air, sunlight, soil and water.      

What are the 2 types of natural resources? –  

 Natural resources are substance that occur naturally. They can be shorted into two 

categories: biotic and abiotic. Biotic resources are gathered from the biosphere or may be 

grown. Abiotic resources are non-living, like minerals and metals. 

What is the most important natural resources? - 

Water, Soil, Timber, Salt, Oil, Natural Gas, Coal, Iron, Phosphorus and Rare Earth elements. 

What is the Loss of Natural Resources? – 

 The loss of natural resources occurs when resources are consumed at a fastest rate than that 

of replacement. Natural resources are those resources that are in exitance without human 

actions and they can either be renewable or non-renewable. And when it gets down to the 

discussion of natural resource depletion, it a terminology used in reference of water usage, 

farming, fossil fuel consumption, fishing and mining. And above all-natural resource 

depletion is defined on the premise that the value of a resource is measured in terms of its 

availability in nature.  

A resource that is rare on earth due to depletion has a higher value than a natural resource 

which is in abundance. 

Causes of Loss of natural resources - 

 Overpopulation - The total global population is more than seven billion people. 

Still, there is a consistent increase in the overall earth populace and this has been a 

critical factor in accelerating the depletion of natural resources. An increase in the 

populace expands the need for resources and conditions necessary to sustain it. In 

addition, it contributes to increased ecological contamination. Research further 

indicates that developing countries are using more and more resources to 



industrialize and support their ever-increasing population. Hence, the depletion of 

natural resources will continue as long as the world population increases.    

 Logging - The World Bank reported that the net loss of global forest between 1990 

and 2016 was 1.3 million square kilometers. On the same note, tropical deforestation 

is estimated to occur at a rate of 

one percent annually, 

especially in Latin America 

regions. People are clearing 

forests primarily for 

agricultural reasons due to the 

increase in the population 

pressure. Humans are also 

cutting down trees to make 

space for residential complexes 

and multiplexes. Through 

deforestation, the planet not 

only loses tress but also thousands of animals and great plant biodiversity due to the 

destruction of their natural habitats. Moreover, increased logging activities lead to 

soil erosion that degrades natural soil minerals. 

 Pollution - An increase in population and modern anthropogenic activities is a major 

contributor to the disposal of pollutants into the natural environment and as such, the 

value of natural environments is gradually exposed to degradation. The soil, air, 

lakes, and seas are being contaminated with sewage, radioactive, materials, and toxic 

chemicals among other pollutants. Uncontrolled release of carbon monoxide, nitrous 

oxide, sulfur oxide, and carbon dioxide, for example, have resulted in the 

degradation of the ozone layer and global warming – environmental changes with 

their resultant depletive impacts on different natural habitats. Millions of different 

animal and plant species have thus lost their natural habitats and are on the verge of 

extinction. 

 Industrial and Technological Development - The present-day world is incessantly 

becoming industrialized as more and more countries make major technological 

breakthroughs. But as technological advancements continue, there is similarly a 

considerable growth in industries that release 

toxins and chemical by-products which are 

eventually deposited in lakes, soils, and lands. As 

a result, the by-products and toxic materials alter 

natural habits such as aquatic systems and 

wildlife. 

Effects of Loss of Natural Resources - 

 Water Shortages-Poor farming practices, 

deforestation, and pollution are major causes of 

water resource depletion due to contamination, 



wastage, and the destruction of natural water catchment areas. As of today, 

approximately one billion people lack access to 

clean water because of the effects of 

deforestation and contamination of water 

sources and groundwater. Water shortage 

further contributes to famine and food 

insecurity. 

 Loss of forest cover - Approximately 18 

million acres of forest cover are destroyed 

annually. This means that half of the world’s 

natural forest cover has already been cleared. 

Furthermore, studies indicate an increase in deforestation in the past three decades 

has resulted in a 12% to 17% rise in greenhouse gases globally. Other devastating 

effects of deforestation include soil erosion, an increase in the greenhouse gases 

leading to global warming, loss of biodiversity, increased flooding, and drought. 

 Depletion of minerals - There has been an increase in the exploitation of minerals 

such as phosphorus, gasoline, copper, and zinc among others to sustain the seven 

billion people on earth. Studies by Global Phosphorus Research Institute, for example, 

shows that the earth could run out of phosphorus – an essential element for plant 

growth, in the next 50 to 100 years. Studies by the United States Geological Survey 

also indicate that there is an increase in non-renewable resources consumption of 

natural minerals and construction materials such as copper, sand, gravel, and stone. 

 Extinction of Species - Due to the changes in the living conditions of animals as a 

result of resource overexploitation and habitat degradation, some species may go 

extinct. Forested regions are known to be a habitat for thousands of animals but 

deforestation is progressively destroying forest habitats. Practices such as overfishing 

and pollution have similarly led to a drastic reduction in the number of marine 

species such as the tuna fish. 

Solution of Loss of Natural Resources – 

 Controlling Deforestation - Programs 

aimed at checking against deforestation such as 

REDD (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and 

Forest Degradation) created by the World Bank, the 

New York Declaration on Forests, and the United 

Nations are initiatives that could help reduce the 

depletion of natural resources. The initiatives may 

also act as incentives for encouraging the general 

public to conserve forests as these are the habitat 

and protectors of some of the world’s unique plant/animal species and water sources 

respectively. Sustainability programs that aim to educate people about the importance 

of conserving natural resources should also be enacted as a way of focusing on the 

long-term risks associated with environmental degradation. 



  More exploration and use of renewable sources of energy - Renewables such as 

solar and wind power can be explored more and utilized to reduce the dependency on 

fossil fuel, which is a major cause of environmental pollution, climate change, global 

warming, and destruction of natural habitats. 

  Protecting wetlands and coastal ecosystems - Wetlands are regions saturated with 

groundwater that serve a significant role in sustaining vegetation cover. The coastal 

and wetland ecosystems are thus vital in sustaining the food chain as they replenish 

water sources and avail minerals and nutrients for primary producers (green and 

flowering plants), essential for maintaining plant and animal biodiversity. Also, when 

coastal ecosystems are protected, they aid in 

controlling marine overfishing and protect 

coral reefs. 

 Sensitization and awareness creation - 

People need to be educated on how their 

daily practices put a strain on the scarce 

natural resources and their individual 

contributions to the depletion of natural 

resources. The main purpose of creating 

awareness would be to encourage people to 

preserve and restore the natural 

environment by getting involved in conservation efforts. 

Loss of Natural resources in India – 

In the last 6 years, the rate of growth of forest stock has reduced by more than 10% in almost 

all states.  

Growth doesn’t always come at a price. But it did when it comes to India’s economic growth, 

which took a toll on its natural assets like forests, food, clean air, etc. A report on 

environment accounts released by the Ministry of Statistics and Program Implementation has 

revealed this state. In fact, it says that when the average growth rate of gross state domestic 

product (GSDP) during 2005-15 for almost all the states was around 7-8 per cent, 11 states 

registered a decline in their natural capital. While 13 states showed a marginal growth in the 

range 0-5 per cent, just three states saw their natural capital increase by more than 5 per cent. 

This model of economic growth may not let the country sustain the rate of development for 

long. Monitoring the natural capital is important and should be one of the determiners for 

sustainable development, says the report. The natural capital are those elements of the nature 

that provide valuable goods and services to humans, such as the stock of forests, food, clean 

air, water, land, minerals, etc. The natural capital accounting (NCA) method has been used, in 

this report, to account for income and costs associated with natural resource used, based on a 

framework approved by the United Nations in 2012 called the System of Environmental 

Economic Accounts (SEEA). The report also reveals few positive trends. For example, 

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Kerala, Maharashtra and Odisha show an increase in 

parameters such as transition of fallow land to farmland, increase in forest cover along with 



growing carbon stock and new sources of minerals. It, however, shows alarming effects of 

climate change, urbanization and decline in forest resource. 

Water: Less snow, glaciers, inland and coastal wetlands 

Climate change has had a 

huge impact on water 

resources. The report shows a 

24% decline in the area under 

snow and glacier in some 

states and also notes the 

impact of climate change on 

wetlands/water bodies in 

Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim 

and Jammu Kashmir. 

Moreover, unsustainable 

extraction of groundwater 

resources is causing a decline 

in the water levels in Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Odisha and Rajasthan. Down to Earth’s 

State of India’s Environment 2018 – In figures had talked about increasing dependency and 

unsustainable use of groundwater resources. It had revealed that in 2013, the country used 62 

per cent of the net available annual groundwater, which is a 58 per cent increase from 2004. 

Forest: Reducing stock 

In the last 6 years, the rate of growth of forest stock has reduced by more than 10% in almost 

all states. From 2006-07 to 2010-11, all states, except Goa and Sikkim, have shown such a 

decline. However, from 2010-11 to 2015-16, even though there was a marginal change in 

forest cover in Assam and Uttarakhand, growing stock has reduced by more than 10 per cent. 

But in the case of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Rajasthan, despite a 

marginal change in forest cover, growing stock has significantly increased by more than 10 

per cent. In the northeast, total growing stock has decreased from 1122.12 million cubic 

meters (cum) in 2006-07 to 958.34 million cum in 2015-16. Arunachal Pradesh and Assam, 

which contribute around 58 per cent of growing stock in the northeast, have shown a 

significant reduction in growing stock within the forest. The country is dependent on imports 

wood and wood products to fulfil its domestic demand. So, the growing stock is a crucial 

forest resource, the decline of which may be a harbinger of trouble for the economy. 

Urbanization 



Conversion of agricultural land to meet needs of urban population will affect productive 

capacity. While mentioning the use of agricultural land for urbanization, the report says that 

high rate of urban growth is likely to affect a productive capacity in states like Punjab, 

Haryana, Karnataka, Telangana and West 

Bengal. It calls for better utilization of land 

in a sustainable manner to fulfil the 

demands of growing population without 

increasing the degraded land. 

To sustainably use natural resources  

This first statement on environment 

accounts strengthens and supports 

monitoring of sustainable development goals on zero hunger, sustainable cities and 

communities, life on land. Several countries are compiling natural capital accounts (NCA) to 

make economic decision making on natural resources an informed process. They want to use 

NCA as the basis for compiling indicators to monitor progress of sustainability policies. India 

is participating in the Natural Capital Accounting and Valuation of Ecosystem Services 

project launched by the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD). According to MOSPI, 

this assessment of natural assets is a reminder of how important is sustainable use of natural 

resources and is likely to propel India on the path of compilation of ecosystem accounts. It 

adds that the Centre and state governments must prioritize actions to conserve and enhance 

natural capital. 

                                                                   It is important to conserve non-renewable 

resources, because if we use them too quickly there will not be enough. Most natural 

recourses are limited. This means they will eventually run out. a perpetual resource has a 

never-ending supply. 
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DESERTIFICATION 

Desertification is a type of land degradation in drylands in which biological productivity is 

lost due to natural processes or induced by human activities whereby fertile areas become 

increasing arid.                                                                                                                              

What is desertification? – 

 Desertification is the persistent degradation of dryland ecosystems by variations in climate 

and human activities. Home to a third of the human population in 2000, drylands occupy 

nearly half of Earth’s land area. Across the world, desertification affects the livelihoods of 

millions of people who rely on the benefits that dryland ecosystems can provide. 

In drylands, water scarcity limits the production of crops, forage, wood, and other services 

ecosystems provide to humans. Drylands are therefore highly vulnerable to increases in 

human pressures and climatic variability, especially sub-Saharan and Central Asian drylands. 

Some 10 to 20% of drylands are already degraded, and ongoing desertification threatens the 

world’s poorest populations and the prospects of poverty reduction. Therefore, desertification 

is one of the greatest environmental challenges today and a major barrier to meeting basic 

human needs in drylands. 

Causes of desertification – 

Desertification is the process of land turning into desert as the quality of the soil declines over 

time many times. Many countries around the world suffer from the problems caused by 

desertification but it is the Sahel region of Africa where the effects are largest. The main 

causes of desertification include:                                                

 Population growth - The population in some desert areas is increasing. In place 

where there is development in mining and tourism, people are attracted by jobs. An 

increased population is putting greater pressure on the environment for resources such 

as wood and water.  

 Removal of wood – In developing countries, people use wood for cooking. As the 

population in desert areas increases, there is a greater need for fuel wood. When the 

land is cleared of trees, the roots of the trees no longer hold the soil together so it is 

more vulnerable to soil erosion.  



 Overgrazing - An increasing population result in large desert areas being farmed. 

Sheep, cattle and goats are overgrazing the vegetation. These leaves the soil exposed 

to erosion. 

 Soil erosion - This is made worse by overgrazing and the removal of wood. 

Population growth is the primary cause of soil erosion. 

 Climate change - The global climate is getting warmer. In desert regions conditions 

are not only getting warmer and drier too. On average there is less rain now in desert 

regions than there was 50 years ago.    

Effects of desertification - 

 Farming become next to impossible - If an area becomes a desert, then it’s almost 

impossible to grow substantial crops there without special technologies. This can cost 

a lot of money to try and do, so many farmers will have to sale their land and leave 

the desert area.  

 Hunger -   Without farms in these areas, the food that those farms produce will 

become much scarcer, and the people who live these local areas will be a lot more 

likely to try and deal with hunger problems. Animals were also so hungry, which will 

cause even more of a food storage.   

 Poor water quality - If an area becomes a desert, the water quality is going to 

become a lot worse than it would have been otherwise. This is because plant life plays 

a significant role in keeping the water clean and clear; without its presence, it 

becomes a lot more difficult 

for you to be able to do that. 

 Biodiversity loss - In general, 

the destruction of habitats and 

desertification may also 

contribute to a loss of 

biodiversity. While some 

species may be able to adjust 

to the altered environmental 

conditions properly, many species will not be able to do so and may suffer from 

serious declines in population. 

 Migration - The desertification implies the destruction of the livelihood of farmers. 

This problem becomes even worse when large areas of land that are currently used for 



farming will then no longer be suitable for farming due to a lack of water triggered by 

global warming. This results in serious migration movements. 

Solution of desertification - 

 Policy Changes Related to How People can Firm - In countries where policy 

change will actually be enforced on those in the country, policy change related to 

how often people can farm and how much they can farm on certain areas could be put 

into place to help reduce the problems that are often associated with farming and 

desertification.  

 Policy Changes to Other Types of Land Use - If people are using land to get 

natural resources or they are developing it for people to live on, then the policies that 

govern them should be once that will help the land to thrive instead of allowing them 

to harm the land further. The policy change could be sweeping or they could be 

depending on the type of land use at hand. 

 Reforestation - The areas that have been 

deforestation in the past should be 

considered for reforestation. Planting trees 

in those areas are quite important since they 

are natural carbon dioxide storage space; 

they slow down global warming and 

contribute to maintaining a natural balance. 

Whereas using those areas for other purposes may turn them into arid land in the long 

run. Therefore, planting trees in the affected areas not only prevent desertification but 

also fights against additional environmental issues. 

 Technology Advances - Research is the 

key to overcome most of our environmental 

problems, and it applies to desertification also. In 

some cases, it’s difficult to try and prevent 

desertification from happening. In those cases, 

there need to be research and application of the 

latest technology that pushes the limit of what we 

currently know about the drivers of desertification. 

Advancements could help us find more ways to prevent the issue from becoming an 

epidemic.  

Desertification in India -                                      

In recent times, the loss of vegetation in the 

area has vastly degraded their once fertile 

land, and water has become a rare 

commodity. Since 1999, the failure of the 

monsoon has adversely affected the soil and 

the land has become barren. In order to 

regenerate it, ravines and ridges were treated 

by constructing gully plugs and digging out 



contour trenches. Earth check dams with spillways on either side were built to allow 

the water overflow to run off without damaging the dams.  Ponds were also 

constructed to hold larger volumes of water.

 



As farmers witnessed the effects of lack of water and soil 

erosion and its detrimental impact on agricultural 

production and yields, the concept of watershed 

management gained credence amongst them. Many are 

convinced that the local environment can be regenerated 

through a 

well-managed 

watershed 

program. 

Many now 

understand the 

fact that as the groundwater increases, normal 

farming patterns and agricultural output levels can 

be maintained despite changing weather 

conditions. The community has now learned to 

conserve their water and soil. Not a single drop of 

water runs off in their village Caritas India has run 

public information campaigns trying to persuade   local communities to take similar measures 

to stop desertification. Even though India’s land area is only 2.4 percent of the world’s total 

land area, it supports 16.67 percent of the world’s population and 18 percent of its livestock. 

These pressures alone play a major role in promoting desertification. As the human and 

animal population increases, these stresses will become greater and the demand on natural 

resources will increase leading to permanent loss of vegetation and plant species. This may 

also lead to the conversion of large areas into wastelands and to the frequent occurrence of 

natural disasters. Half the land in India is now affected by desertification and this impairs the 

ability of land to support life. It is particularly devastating because of its self-reinforcing 

nature. The causes of desertification are extensive cultivation of one crop, use of chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides, shifting cultivation without adequate period of recovery, industrial 

and mining activities, overgrazing, logging and illegal felling, forest fires and unsustainable 

water management. Desertification is a global phenomenon of land degradation, which 

reduces the natural potential of the ecosystems and has a direct impact on people in terms of 

vulnerability to food shortages and natural disasters, depletion of natural resources and 

deterioration of the environment. Vegetation plays an essential role in protecting the soil, 

especially trees and shrubs, because their long life and capacity to develop powerful root 

systems assure protection against soil erosion. Their disappearance can considerably increase 

the vulnerability of the land to turn into a wasteland. 

                                                              Desertification is the persistent degradation of dryland 

ecosystems. It affects the livelihoods of millions of people. It is a major barrier to meeting 

basic human needs in drylands and leads to losses in terms of human well-being.  
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চের্ োবব দরু্ ট্ো 

বফশ্বে এখনও ম যন্ত  মতগুবর াযভাণবফক বফস্ফাযস্ণয ঘটনা ম্পস্কয জানা মায় তায ভস্ধে ফস্েস্য় 

বয়াফ দুঘ যটনা ও বফম যয় স্রা ইউস্েস্নয           াযভানবফক বফদুেৎস্কস্ে ঘস্ট মাওয়া 

াযভাণবফক দুঘ যটনা,মা চের্ োবব দরু্ ট্ো নাস্ভ 

বযবেত। এই দুঘ যটনায় কস্য়কস্া ভানুল প্রাণ াযান  

এফং দুঘ যটনা শ্বকে শ্বথস্ক বনগ যত শ্বতজস্ক্রিয় কণাভূ 

ভানুস্লয যীস্য প্রস্ফ কযায পস্র শ্বফবযবাগই  

কোনাস্য আোন্ত স্য়বিস্রন।  

১৯৮৬ োর র্রট যোওয়ো দরু্ ট্োর 

কোরণ- 

শ্বকাস্না অঞ্চস্র াযভাণবফক বফদুেৎস্কে ততযী 

কযা স্র শ্বই বফদুেৎস্কস্ে অস্নকগুবর 

পোরমোণববক      থাস্ক। এখান শ্বথস্ক টাযফাইন 

ঘুবযস্য় শ্বমভন বফদুেৎ উৎাদন কযা য় শ্বতভনই 

বফদুেৎস্কে শ্বথস্ক শ্বযবিস্য়ন শ্বফস্যায় মা শ্বদখা 

মায় না বকন্তু যীস্য প্রস্ফ কস্য শ্বকা গুবরস্ক 

নষ্ট কস্য কোন্সাস্যয ৃষ্টষ্ট কস্য। তাই এখাস্ন শ্বম 

শ্বকাস্না কাজ কযায জনে বকিু ীভাফদ্ধতা থাস্ক 

শ্বমগুবরস্ক শ্বভস্ন েরস্ত য়। 

শ্বেযস্নাবফর াযভাণবফক বফদুেতস্কস্ে শ্বভাট ৪টট 

পোরমোণববক েুল্লী বির। ৪্ং পোরমোণববক েুল্লী 

ববরফোররণর ফরই ২৬ এবি ১৯৮৬ োর রোত ১টো ২৩বমব্রট ইউরে্ এবং চবোরুল 

ীমোরে অববিত পোরমোণববক ববদুু ৎ চকন্দ্রটটরত দরু্ ট্োটট র্রট। যাস্ত মখন দুঘ যটনাষ্টট ঘস্ট তায 

ষ্টিক বকিুক্ষ্ণ আস্গ ২ জন বফজ্ঞানী ব্রোপদ লীতীকররণর ওয যীক্ষা কযবিস্রন।          ৪নং 

েুল্লীয জরুযী বনযাত্তা ফোফস্থাষ্টটস্ক ফন্ধ কস্য শ্বদন। শুধুভাত্র তাস্দয এই একষ্টট বুস্রয জনে অথ যাৎ 

াযভাণবফক শ্বকস্ে কাজ কযায জনে শ্বমভস্ত বনয়ভকানুন গুবর কস্িাযবাস্ফ শ্বভস্ন েরস্ত য় শ্বগুবর 

তাস্দয অফস্রা জবনত কাযস্ণ শ্বখানকায জনাধাযণস্ক এই বয়ংকয দুঘঘ যটনায ম্মুখীন স্ত য়। 

শ্বইযাস্ত যীক্ষা কযায ভয় ৪নং াযভাণবফক েুল্লীষ্টটয াওয়ায শ্বফস্ মায় এফং পুস্য়র যিগুবর 

প্রেুয বযভাস্ন গযভ স্ত থাস্ক এফং এতটাই গযভ স্য় স্ শ্বম শ্বগুবরস্ক জর শ্বেস্র ীতর কযায 

শ্বেষ্টা কযা স্রও শ্বই জর বনস্ভস্ল ফাষ্পীবূত 

স্য় মায়। এফং ফাষ্প ও তাস্য একষ্টট অবূতূফ য 

বভশ্রস্নয পস্র েুল্লীয শ্বকস্েয ভূর অংষ্টট প্রেণ্ড 

শ্বজাস্য বফস্ফাবযত স্য়বিস্রা  এফং বফদুেৎ 

শ্বকস্েয  ৪নং েুল্লীয ওস্যয িাদ শ্ববস্ে মাওয়ায 

পস্র এক বফার গহ্বস্যয ৃষ্টষ্ট য়। এই 

বফস্ফাযস্ণয পস্র াযভানবফক বফস্ক্রেয়ায় ততবয 



 

 

িোয় ৪০ট্ চতজস্ক্রিয় পদোথ (ববরল করর বস্ক্রজয়োম-১৩৭)ফাতাস্ িবস্য় স্ এফং ৩০ বকবভ 

দযূ ম যন্ত িবস্য় স্। 

ক্ষয়ক্ষবতর পবরমো্ ও িভোব 

 জ্জীবর্র ওপর িভোব:- এই 

বফস্ফাযস্ণয পস্র শ্বম অবিকাস্েয ৃষ্টষ্ট 

স্য়বিস্রা তা শ্বদখায জনে স্যয ভস্ত 

ভানুল াস্য একষ্টট বিস্জ জস্া ন। বকন্তু 

তাযা ফুঝস্ত াস্যনবন শ্বম ওই বফস্ফাযস্ণয 

পস্র বনগ যত শ্বতজস্ক্রিয় যস্ক্রি তাস্দয যীস্য 

েুস্ক শ্বকা গুবরস্ক নষ্ট কস্য কোন্সায ৃষ্টষ্টয 

ভাধেস্ভ ভৃতুেয ভুস্খ শ্বিস্র বদস্ে। এয পস্র 

২জ্ ববজ্ঞো্ী এবং ৩০জ্ মো্ু স্ে 

স্ে ভাযা মান। স্য ভৃতুেয ংখো ৫০এ 

দা াঁাই। এফং            বফবকযস্নয পস্র 

২৩৭ জ্ অুি স্য় স্।ইউস্েস্নয 

াস্ বপ্রোত স্য শ্বমখাস্ন প্রায় ৫০০০০ ভানুল ফফা কযত তাস্দয এই বফস্ফাযস্ণয পস্র য 

শ্বিস্ েস্র শ্বমস্ত য়। এভনবক চপোুোন্ড, চবোরুল, বথুয়োব্য়ো, রোবলয়ো ইটোব প্রবৃবত অনোনে 

ভাস্দগুবরস্ত এই বফস্ফাযস্ণয ভাযাত্মক প্রবাফ িবস্য় স্। যকাবয তথেভস্ত,িোয় ৫০ক্ষ 

ক্ষবতগ্রস্ত স্য়স্িন এফং তাস্দয ভস্ধে ৬ক্ষ বি বলশু মাযা শ্বফীযবাগই থোইররয়ড কুোন্সোরর 

আোন্ত স্য়বির। যফতী প্রজস্ে অস্নক বফকরাে,েু, বশুয জে স্ে। 

উস্ক্রিদ ও ব্ু িোণীকুরর ওপর িভোব:- শুধুভাত্র ভানুস্লয ওয নয় শ্বখানকায উস্ক্রিদ ও 

          ওস্যও এই দুঘ যটনায প্রবাফ বযরবক্ষত য়। বযস্ফস্ উেুক্ত ওয়া শ্বতজস্ক্রিয় দাথ য 

ভূ গািারাস্ক       বযভাস্ন বফনষ্ট কস্যবির। মায জনে শ্বখানকায জেরষ্টট „দু চরড 

ফররস্ট‟ নাস্ভ বযবেত । এই জেরষ্টট ক্ষবতগ্রস্ত ওয়ায কাযস্ণ শ্বখানকায ফনেপ্রাণী ভূ গৃাযা 

স্য় স্।  

দরু্ ট্োর পরর গৃীত বুবিো 

১.ভানুস্লয শ্ববতস্য শ্বতজস্ক্রিয়জবনত শ্বযাগ এফং কোন্সায(বফস্ল কস্য থাইযস্য়ি কোন্সায)আেভস্নয 

বযভান শ্বফস্ মাওয়ায় ২০০০ াস্রয 

ভস্ধে ওই স্ক্রক্তস্কস্েয ফাবক বতনষ্টট েুল্লীও 

ফন্ধ কস্য শ্বদওয়া য়।  

২.বফস্ফাযস্ণয ভয় প্রেণ্ড আঘাস্ত ৪নং 

েুল্লীয ওস্যয বদস্ক োকনাষ্টট উস্ 

মাওয়ায জনে ওই ভুখ বদস্য় শ্বতজস্ক্রিয় 

দাথ য প্রেুয বযভাস্ন শ্বফযস্ত থাস্ক এফং 

বযস্ফস্ক দবূলত শুরু কস্য। তাই 

তৎকারীন শ্বাববস্য়ত ইউবনয়ন এই 



 

 

       বঘস্য কংস্ক্রেস্টয োরকোফুোগো বো ববরল আবদ্ধ র্র ততবয কস্য, মাস্ত কস্য ক্ষবতগ্রস্ত েুল্লী 

শ্বথস্ক ফাবক শ্বতজস্ক্রিয় দাথ য শ্বফবযস্য় শ্বমস্ত না াস্য।  

বতমোর্ চের্ োববরর অবিো 

শ্বেস্ন যাবফর বফম যস্য়য প্রায় বতন মুগ শ্ববযস্য় শ্বগস্ি ইবতভস্ধে। এত ফিয স্যও এই এরাকাস্ত এখস্না 

জনভানফশুনে অফস্থা বফদেভান। কাযন 

বফস্ফাযস্ণয স্যও এই স্ক্রক্তস্কস্ে প্রায় 

২০০ টর্র মত চতজস্ক্রিয় পদোথ  যস্য় 

শ্বগস্ি।                     এই 

             ুস্যাুবয           

ফফাস্য  উস্মাগী স্ত এখনও প্রায় 

১০০০০ এযও শ্বফব ফিয শ্বরস্গ মাস্ফ। 

তস্ফ ফতযভাস্ন আফায নতুন কস্য অস্নক 

উস্ক্রিদ এয ৃষ্টষ্ট স্য়স্ি মা বফস্ফাযস্ণয 

প্রবাস্ফ               । আ  শ্বম 

বিস্জ দা াঁবস্য় স্যয             ই 

                         ও   

         শ্বদখবির শ্বষ্টট ফতযভাস্ন “দু বিজ অফ চডথ” নাস্ভ বযবেত। 

অতএফ, উবযউক্ত আস্রােনা শ্বথস্ক শ্বফাঝা মাস্ে বৃথফীয ইবতাস্       ও   শ্বেস্ন যাবফর বফস্ফাযণ 

বনিঃস্েস্ একষ্টট বয়াফ বনউবিয় বফস্ফাযস্ণয ঘটনা। এ   এস্তাটাই বয়াফ শ্বম শ্বতজস্ক্রিয়তায 

ুদযূপ্রাযী প্রবাফ এখনও     শ্বগস্ি এই এরাকায়। জনভানুলীন এই      শ্বকফর কংস্ক্রেস্টয 

ফাবগুস্রা দা াঁবস্য় আস্ি, তাই এখন শ্বেস্ন যাবফস্রয এই যষ্টট „       শহ  „ নাস্ভ খুফই বযবেত। 

      

তথুূত্রঃ- 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org>wiki 

 www.bbc.com 

 https://bn.quora.com>cernobila-du.. 

 www.prothomalo.com 
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Unsafe Public Building and Facilities 

Building collapse refers to the failure of the structure or the component. The failure of 

a building depends on the materials, designs, methods , environmental conditions, and 

building use. 

Between 2010 and 2014, a total of 13,473 cases of structural collapse were reported across 

India, which led to the deaths of some 13,178 people, according to NCRB. Of this 4,914 died 

when residential buildings collapsed, while 1,614 were crushed under commercial buildings. 

Some of the main reason of structural collapse 

I. Design Flaw:- May be a flaw in the architect’s design that led to the collapse. 

II. Improper Safety Measures:- Perhaps an employer did not take proper safety 

measures during construction or renovation. This could easily lead to a collapse. 

III. Too Much Weight:- In some situations, too much weight could be placed in the 

structure. Most often, this is because equipment is placed inside the building during 

construction. When this occurs, there is a chance for structural collapse. 

A case study on collapsing structures in Nairobi 

In the central business district Nairobi, in January 2013. The building began to sway, then 

quickly collapsed, killing at least 11 and injuring dozens. More than 280 construction 

workers were inside when the unfinished structure in central Nairobi came down. Over 200 

people were trapped under the debris of the collapsed structure. Several people remained 

trapped for hours and could be         

                         

   
 



  

 seen signalling for help from under the debris with their hands. At least 90 people were 

pulled out of the rubble alive, but six those later died of their injures Bystanders, including 

children, were injured by collapsing material. 

  

The fire also destroyed the building :-

According to the National Fire Protection Association, the most common causes of fires in 

commercial buildings are cooking equipment, heating equipment, electrical and lighting 

equipment, smoking materials. 

The Event and Fire Disaster 

On the night of 27
th 

February 2013, the Surya Sen market 

got engulfed in fire. The local residents first detected the 

fire arround 3:50 am in the morning . The victims of the 

incident were mostly the labourers working in the market 

who stay overnight. 12 of the victims were reported to be 

suffocated to death during a fire when they were fast 

asleep. The blaze killed 20 victims while injuring 12 

victims seriously. One of the injured victims with more 

than 80 percent burn lost his life later in the hospital 

making the death toll reach 21. 

                                                       

 

 

 

 

                                                           



Precaution 

 The use of quality building materials is one major way to prevent a building collapse. 

 Soil testing is very important before a building is erected. 

 It is also impotant to have the right design structure for a building. 

 Use of 4 units of fire protection systems. 

 Preservation of fire resistance of the main load bearing structers with the free 

development of fire. 

References 
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Fire in the Amazon Rainforest 

Introduction 

The biggest and deepest forest in the world which called the lung of the world is the 

Amazon rain forest (selva). This forest 

covers the area of 5.5 million km
2
. The 

Amazon forest is a vast region the 8 

rapidly developing countries- Brazil, 

Bolivia, Perce, Ecuador, Colombia, 

Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname and France 

Guiana, an overseas territory  of France. 

The Amazon represents over half of the 

plant’s remaining rainforests, and 

comprises the largest and most biodiverse tract of tropical rainforest in the world, with an 

estimated 390 billion individual trees divided into 16000 species. It is the biggest land 

biodiversity hub. Not only dangerous animals but also 

more than 30 million humans are live at Amazon. 

Causes of fire 

In 2019 a very big area of the biggest biodiversity hub I’e 

the lung of the earth is converted into ash The 2019 

Amazon rainforest wildfires season saw a year-to-year 

surge in fires occurring in the Amazon rainforest and 

Amazon biome within Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay and 

Perce during that year’s Amazonian tropical dry season. If 

I talking about the cause of the fire then it had not a 

particular cause of this situation. It is a result of the 

chemistry of many causes. One of them the tropical dry season and the other hand the slash-

and-burn agriculture method which in completely illegal. It such causes of backfire. 

Effects of the wildfire:- 

It is estimated that over 906 thousand hectors of forest 

within the Amazon biome has been lost of fires in 2019. 

This multiple fires over time continue reducing 

biodiversity. Some scientists fear that a combination of 

fires, increasing drought due to climate change, and 

deforestation could lead to a tipping point – with 

devastating impacts for the Amazon ,which harbors 10% 

of the world’s biodiversity. In 2019, the Amazon 

rainforest which giving 15% of world oxygen (O2) was 



converted the world’s largest perrestrial carbon 

dioxide (co2) sink and plays a significant role in 

mitigating global warming In this wildfire 2.3 

millions innocent animals died. Also approx 

957 billion dollars loss by this fire. 

 

Conclusion 

Under the tropical region the world’s biggest 

land biodiversity area was converted to a hell in 

the fire disaster of 2019. 7.7% area of Amazon basin was burn in this fire. Before 2019 the 

place which covered with green trees was turn into a dry area. Millions of innocent animals 

died by the fire. Millions of animals lost their family and their houses. The fires started at 

January 2019 and end at October 2019. 

This fire is a symbol of human avarice 
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Spanish Flu 

  ববশ্ব ইবিাস মানুসের মুসে ঠেস ঠেওয়ার জনয ঠয মস্ত ভাইরাসর আগমন ঘসেবি িার 

মসযয   Spanish Flu অনযিম। এটের আগমন ঘসেবি ১৯১৮ াস  ১ম ববশ্ব যুদ্ধ চাকাীন । 

১৯১৮ঠেসক ১৯২০ া পয যন্ত ববসশ্বর ৫০ ঠকাটের ঠববল মানু এই ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সয়বি। এর 

মসযয ৫ ঠেসক ১০ ঠকাটে মানু মারা যায়। এই ভাইরাটে েুিু ও বনিঃশ্বা এর ফস িবশসয় পসর 

ফস বনসমসর মসযয ভাইরাটে ামসনর মানুসর লরীসর প্রসবল কসর।  

নামকরণ- 

Spanish Flu নামকরণ করার ঠপিসন বববভন্ন ববজ্ঞানী বববভন্ন মিামি প্রকাল করসিন। 

এসের মসযয ঠয ২ টে কারণ ঠক মূি প্রযান বস মসন করা য় । তাদদর মদধে প্রথম টি 

হল – ১৯১৮ াস মস্ত ঠেল প্রেম ববশ্ব যুসদ্ধ বনযুক্ত োকসও spain বনসজসক যুদ্ধ ঠেসক 

েসূর বরসয় ঠরসেবি। বাবক ঠেসলর াযারণ নাগবরকরা এই মারাত্মক ভাইরা টের ম্পসকয 

ঠিমন বকিুই জানি না, বকন্তু ঠেসন এই ভাইরা িবশসয় পশার াসে াসে ঠেন এর 

রকার ঠরবিও র মাযযসম ভাইরা টে 

ম্পসকয াযারন মানু ঠের সচিন 

করসি শুরু কসর। যার েরুন াযারণ 

মানু এই ভাইরা টের ম্পসকয 

জানসি পাসর। ঠযসিু ঠেন এর 

মাযযসম াযারণ মানু এই ভাইরাসর 

বযপাসর জানসি পাসর িাই এই 

ভাইরাসক Spanish flu বা সয় োসক। 

২য় কারন হহসাদে মদন করা য় – 

ঠেন এর রাজা Alfonso XIII স্বয়ং এই 

ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সয়বিসন িাই এসক Spanish Flu বা সয় োসক।  

উৎহি স্থান- 

 এই ভাইরা এর উৎপবি ঠকাোয় ঠেসক সয়সি ঠই বনসয় অসনসক অসনক কো বস ও এই 

ভাইরাসর উৎপবির র কারন বাসব USA ঠকই োয়ী করা সয় োসক। কারন ১৯১৭ াসর 

ঠল বেসক আসমবরকা সবনকসের ইউরসপ ঠযাগোন করার পর ঠেসকই এই ভাইরাস মানু 

আক্রান্ত সি শুরু য় । অসনসকই মসন কসরন ঠয আসমবরকাই ঠয োমার বি ঠোন ঠেসকই 

এই ভাইরাসর প্রােুভযাব ঘসে। 

দায়ী ভাইরাস- 

      এই ঠরাসগর জনয োয়ী ভাইরাটের নাম H1N1 flu 

আক্রান্ত দদশ- 

ইউসরাপ িাশাও জাপান,আসমবরকা, 

আসজযবিনা, জাম যাবন এিাশাও অসনক অসনক 

ঠেল এই ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সয়বি এর মসযয 

ভারিও অন্তভুযক্ত।  

দ্রুত ছহদয় ার কারন- 

এই ভাইরাটে মগ্র ববসশ্ব দ্রুি িার াসে 



িবশসয় পসর , এর জনয ঠয ঠয কারন গুবসক োয়ী করা য় িার মসযয প্রযান  ঠই ময় 

সবনক  যেন এই ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সি শুরু কসর ঠই ময় সবনক ঠের টেক 

বচবকৎা ঠেওয়ার বযাবস্থা বি না ফস টেক বচবকৎা না পাওয়ার জনয ভাইরাটে  েুব 

িাশািাবশ িবশসয় পশসি োসক ও বহু মানু এর জনয মারা যান। িািাশাও যুদ্ধ ঠেসে 

লত্রু পসের ঠচাসে যুসা ঠেওয়ার জনয ও বনসজসের ুরবেি করার জনয অসনক ময় 

সবনকসের নেযমার জস, কাোর মসযয েবদ্ধ ভাসব োসক ি ফস অস্বাস্থযকর ও বঘঞ্জি 

পবরসবসলর জনয Spanish Flu েুব িাশািাবশ বনসজর জায়গা েে করসি ঠপসরবি। 

এিাশা রকারও এসেসে প্রেম ঠেসক বযাবস্থা গ্রন কসরনবন। বচবকৎা ববজ্ঞান ঠইময় 

আজসকর মিন উন্নবি াভ কসর বন যার ফস ভাইরাটের প্রবিসরাযক ঠবর করাও ম্ভব 

য়বন ।  

পয যায় 

এই মারাত্মক ভাইরাটের জনয অসনক মানু বনসজর প্রাণ ারায়। এই ভাইরাটে ময় এর 

াসে াসে বববভন্ন বয়সর মানু এর জীবন 

বনসয় ঠনয়। ২০২০ াস আা মামাবর covid 

ঠববলরভাগ বয়স্ক ও েুব য মানুসের েবি 

করসও এই Spanish Flu ভাইরাটে স্বাস্থযবান 

মানুসের বসেসক  ঠববল েবি কসরবি। এর   

েবির মাোর অপর বভবি কসর ৩ টে পয যায় 

এর কো বা য়- 

১ম পয যায় জানুয়ারী ঠেসক ঠম মা পয যন্ত য় 

ঠযোসন বয়স্ক মানু বসেসক ঠববল Flu ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সয় মারা যায়। িারপর অবস্থা বকিুো 

লান্ত োসক। এবং যেন মানু ভাসব ঠয িারা য়সিা 

ভাইরাটেসক ারাসি েম সয়সি ঠইময় আস এই 

ভাইরাসর বসেসক েবিকর পয যায় অে যাৎ ২য় পয যায় 

এই ময় ২০ ঠেসক ৪০ বির বয়এর মানু বসেসক 

ঠববল পবরমাসণ আক্রান্ত য় ও মারা যায় । Spanish Flu 

ঠি যিজন মানু মারা যায় িাসের মসযয অসয যক মানু 

এই পয যাসয় মারা যায় । এর পর ৩য় পয যাসয় বয়স্ক ও 

স্বাস্থযকর উভয়ই মারা ঠগসও এর মৃিুয ার বি কম এর 

পর ১৯২০ াসর ঠলস আক্রাসন্তর ংেযা পুসরাপুবর 

কসম যায় ।   

ভারদত Flu সংক্রমণ- 

অনযানয ঠেসলর মিন Flu ভাইরাটে ভারি ঠকউ বাে 

ঠেয়বন বরং ভারসির জনংেযাসক ববপু ভাসব েবিগ্রস্ত 

কসর । বা য় ঠয ঠগাো ববসশ্ব যিজন মানু বনসজসের 

জীবন ারায় িার মসযয ২০ লিাংল মানু ঠকব ভারসি মারা যায় । ভারসি Spanish Flu এ প্রেম 

ঠবাসেসি যরা পসর ১৯১৮ ঠি জনু মাস যেন ১৮ জন সবনক একইরকম লরীর োরাসপর েণ 

বনসয় ঠবাসের াপািাস ভবিয ন । এর পর আরও মানু এবক েণ বনসয় ভবিয য় । এর কারণ 



বাসব বা য় ঠয ১ম ববশ্ব যুদ্ধ চাকাীন ভারসির অসনক মানুসক সবনক এর কাসজ ববসেসল 

বনসয় যাওয়া ি যার ফস সবনকরা এই মারাত্মক ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত সি শুরু কসর ও ঠলস যেন 

িারা বাবশসি বফসর  আস িেন িাসের ংেসল য পবরবার ও অনযানয ঠাসকরা িাসের ংেসল য 

আস ফস ভাইরাটে িবশসয় পসর । 

   এটে ভারসির ঠয ৩ জায়গায় বসেসক ঠববল প্রভাব ঠফসবি িা  – 

১৯১৮ াস ঠসেের ঠবাসে , এর পর অসটাবসর মাদ্রা ও নসভেসর ককািায় । বসেসক ঠববল 

২০ ঠেসক ৪০ বির বয়সর মানু মারা যায় ।  

গৃহীত েোেস্থা 

Spanish Flu যেন েুবই ভয়াব আকার ঠনয় , ও ঠকাটে ঠকাটে মানু মারা যায় িেন মস্থ 

ঠেসলর রকার বনসজসের ঠেলগুসক রো 

করার জনয বববভন্ন  বদ্ধান্ত ঠনয়। ঠযমন –  

ঠববলরভাগ জায়গায় চাচয , সু্ক , বেসয়োর ব 

বন্ধ কসর ঠেয় । মাসস্কর বযবার শুরু য় । 

অসনক মানু Flu ঠি আক্রান্ত ওয়ায় 

ঠেোসলানা করার ও বচবকৎা করার ঠাসকর 

প্রসয়াজন সয় পসশবি িাই াযারণ ঠমসয় 

ও পুরুসের নাব যং এর বযাবস্থা করাসনা য় 

যাসি অন্তিপসে বকিুো সও াযারণ মানুসক ঠবা কসর ুস্থ কসর িুসি পাসর । 

ঠইমসয়র বচবকৎা ববজ্ঞান উন্নি না ওয়ায় Flu  এর প্রবিসরাযক ঠবর করা ম্ভব য়বন । 

বকন্তু বববভন্ন বযাবস্থাপনা গ্রসনর মাযযসম ২ বিসরর মসযয ভাইরাটের প্রভাব কমাসনা ম্ভব 

সয় উসেবি ।   

   ১৯২০ াসর পর এই ভাইরাস আক্রান্ত মানুসর ংেযা না বরাবর সয়বি 

। িসব এেনও পয যন্ত ভাইরাটেসক ারাসনা ম্ভব সয় ওসেবন । ১৯২০ াসর পর আবার ২০০৯ 

াস  এই H1N1 Flu ভাইরাটেসি আবার অসনক মানু আক্রান্ত সয় পসশবি িসব এসেসে 

বচবকৎা ববজ্ঞান উন্নি ওয়ায় মৃিুযর ংেযা ১৯২০ াসর িুনায় কমাসনা ম্ভব সয়বি । 

২০০৯ াস H1N1 ভাইরা ঘটেি ঠরাসগর নাম ঠেওয়া য় Swine Flu ঠযটে লূকর ঠেসক এসসি 

বস ববজ্ঞানীরা মসন কসরন । ২০০৯ াসর এই ভাইরাটেসক দ্রুিিার াসে যিো পারা যায় 

বনয়ন্ত্রসন আনা সয়বি । 

  ঠলস আমরা বসি পাবর , Flu ভাইরাটের জনয অসনক অসনক মানু বনসজর 

জীবন াবরসয়সি । অসনসক বনসজসের আত্মীয় , পবরবাসরর েয , বনু্ধ-বান্ধবসের াবরসয়সি । 

বকন্তু বাবরর বমবি প্রসচষ্টার দ্বারা 

ভাইরাটেসক বনয়ন্ত্রসন আনা সয়সি । আলা 

করা ঠযসিই পাসর ঠয অেরূ ভববযসি 

বচবকৎা ববজ্ঞাসনর উন্নবির ফস Flu 

ভাইরাটেসক পুসরাপুবর মুসি ঠফস ঠেওয়া 

যাসব ও আর ঠকান মানুসক এই Flu 

ভাইরাসর জনয বনসজসের জীবন ারাসি 

সব না ।  
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Forest Fire in Uttarakhand  

Forest fire is an unplanned, unwanted, uncontrolled fire in combustible vegetation starting in rural areas 

and urban areas. The most common hazard in forest is forest fire. They pose threat not only to the forest 

wealth but also to the entire regime to fauna and flora seriously disturbing the bio-diversity and the 

ecology and environment of a region. 

 

Many examples of forest fire can be seen all over the world. In this case, if we talk about India, 

we can give an example in Uttarakhand in May 2020. 

Due to the intense heat of May, the fire spread many forests in Uttarakhand. Nearly 1600total 

fires which were under control by 2nd May across the state. As a result, the forest department 

has lost about 86 lakh rupees. According to the forest department, the forests in Kumaon region 

have suffered the most due to the fire. Approx 4538 hectares of forest have been burnt to ashes 

due to this. As a result, many expensive trees in the forest have been destroyed. However, 

besides kumaon, fires were also reported from Almora, Nainital, Puri garhwal, Dehradun . 

 



There have some possible causes of wildfire in the vast forests of Uttarakhand in the western 

Himalayan states of India. Some of the important reasons are, 

 The temperature in this region is very high and that’s why it happens here. This is one of 

the major reasons behind the Uttarakhand forest fire. 

 Shifting agriculture is also a major reason behind the forest fires. In this practice, the 

villagers set fire to the forests in order to expect a better growth of grass. They also make 

handful earnings by selling the dead trees which is their source of illicit income. 

 Another major cause of wildfires is the huge global climate change. The impact of EL-

Lino in 2015-16 can be seen in a huge change in the climate of the whole of India and the 

world. 

 

 

                                                              BEFORE    

AFTER 

 Pine trees are also known as chir are highly inflammable and cover more than the 16% of 

Uttarakhand. Last year the govt.was highly criticized for peoposing the plan of chopping 

lakhs of pine trees to control the forest fire. 

 According to some reports, some people from Uttarakhand region are also belived to be 

involved in the incident. It is also known that legal action shoud be taken against all these 

people. 



 

Mainly due to all these reasons this forest fires was noticed. Not only this, there was some  

common causes like uncontrolled deforestation,  global warming and climate change more such 

incidents can be noticed all over the world of forest fires. We should keep in mind that the forest 

fire in Amazon Rainforest which is also known as the lung of the world, causes a lot of damage 

to the environment. We also faced another incident of this type on 2019 in Uttarakhand. 

Raising awareness among the people about nature, identifying some sensitive areas and taking 

some important measures, by increasing  the strictness of law and and maintaining it, we can 

greatly reduce such natural disasters and can save a most important part of our nature. 
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Bhopal gas disaster 

Bhopal is the capital and middlest city of madhy prsadesh. In 1984 the data of population in 

Bhopal was .782 Million. Which make it 16th largest city in india. 

Bhopal gas incident one of the most hobocable disaster 

in india. It was on the night of December 2, 1984, when 

million of peoples were slept. The chemical, methyl 

isocyanate (MIC), that spilled out from Union Carbide 

India Ltd’s (UCIL’s) pesticide factory turned the city 

into a vast gas chamber. People ran on the streets, 

vomiting and dying. The city ran out of cremation 

grounds. Iasast was India’s first major industrial 

disaster.    

How methyl isocyanate leaked happened 
 

Union Carbide India's Bhopal facility housed three 68,000-litre liquid MIC storage tanks: 

E610, E611, and E619. Months before the tragedy, MIC production was in progress and was 

being filled in the tanks. No tank was 

allowed to be filled more than 50% 

of its capacity and the tank was 

pressurized with inert nitrogen gas. 

The pressurization allowed liquid 

MIC to be pumped out of each tank. 

However, one of the tanks (E610) 

lost the ability to contain nitrogen gas 

pressure, hence liquid MIC could not 

be pumped out of it. As per the rules, 

each of the tanks could not be filled 

with more than 30 tonnes of liquid 

MIC. But this tank had 42 tonnes. 

This failure forced UCIL to halt 

methyl isocyanate production in 

Bhopal and the plant was partly shut 

for maintenance. An attempt was 

made to make the defective tank 

functional again on December 1, 

however the attempt failed. By then, most of the plant's methyl isocyanate related safety 

systems were malfunctioning. According to reports, by December 2 eve, water had entered 

the malfunctioning tank, which resulted in runaway chemical reaction. The pressure in the 

tank increased five times by night. By midnight, the workers in the MIC area started feeling 

the effects of MIC gas. The decision to address the leak was to be made a couple of minutes 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%E2%80%A2+How+methyl+isocyanate+leaked+happened&rlz=1C1GIVA_enIN952IN952&oq=%E2%80%A2	How+methyl+isocyanate+leaked+happened+&aqs=chrome..69i57.443j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=%E2%80%A2+How+methyl+isocyanate+leaked+happened&rlz=1C1GIVA_enIN952IN952&oq=%E2%80%A2	How+methyl+isocyanate+leaked+happened+&aqs=chrome..69i57.443j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


later. However, by then the chemical reaction in the tank had 

reached a critical state. About 30 tonnes of MIC escaped from 

the tank into the atmosphere within an hour. Most Bhopal 

residents were made aware of the gas leak by exposure to the 

gas itself. 

 

What happens by methyl isocyanate  leak 

The Bhopal disaster, also referred to as the Bhopal gas 

tragedy, was a gas leak incident on the night of 2–3 December 

1984 at the Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) pesticide plant 

in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India. It is considered among the world's worst industrial 

disasters. Over 500,000 people were exposed to methyl isocyanate (MIC) gas. The highly 

toxic substance made its way into and around the small towns located near the plant. 

Estimates vary on the death toll. The 

official immediate death toll was 2,259. In 

2008, the Government of Madhya 

Pradesh had paid compensation to the 

family members of 3,787 victims killed in 

the gas release, and to 574,366 injured 

victims.A government affidavit in 2006 

stated that the leak caused 558,125 

injuries, including 38,478 temporary 

partial injuries and approximately 3,900 

severely and permanently disabling 

injuries. Others estimate that 8,000 died 

within two weeks, and another 8,000 or 

more have since died from gas-related 

diseases. 

 

Impact of methyl isocyanate leak on Human life &   Enviorment 
  
Doctors were not aware of proper treatment methods the incident. Methyl isocyanate gas leak 

killed more than 15,000 people and affected over 600,000 workers. The stillbirth rate and the 

neonatal mortality rate increased by up to 300% and 200% respectively.  The gas leak impact 

trees and animals too. Within a couple of days, trees in the nearby area became barren. 

Bloated animal carcasses had to be disposed of. People ran on the 

streets, vomiting and dying. The city ran out of cremation grounds. 

The Bhopal Gas Disaster stirs up a variety of emotions; pain, 

anger, and sadness. Moreover, The tragedy that occurred in 1984 

has yet to be concluded.  Closure may never come for the victims, 

who live with the repercussions everyday.   Closure may never 

come, but there are lessons that have been learned because of 

Bhopal.   
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Govt's response to Bhopal tragedy 

Until then, the Indian government had never dealt with a disaster like this. Legal proceedings 

between India, UCC and the US began right after the catastrophe. The government passed the 

Bhopal Gas Leak Act in March 1985, which allowed it to act as the legal representative for 

victims. While the UCC initially offered a $5 million relief fund to India, the government 

turned down the offer and demanded $3.3 billion. Eventually, an out-of-court settlement was 

reached in February 1989, Union Carbide agreed to pay $470 million for damages caused. 

The Supreme Court of India also laid down guidelines for the money—the family of the dead 

were to be given Rs 100,000-300,000.  In addition, fully or partially disabled were to get Rs 

50,000-500,000 and those with a temporary injury, Rs 25,000-100,000. The apex court asked 

UCIL to "voluntarily" fund a hospital in Bhopal to treat victims of the tragedy. In June 2010, 

seven former employees of UCIL, who were all Indian nationals, were convicted of causing 

death by negligence and sentenced to two years of imprisonment. However, they were later 

released on bail. 

What can be learned!? 

The main lesson to be learned from the Bhopal Gas Disaster is about the dangers of the 

chemicals that we use everyday. Now we know about what the chemicals we use on a regular 

basis can do to our bodies and surroundings.  The world had to learn the hard way how 

chemicals can harm future generations. 
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